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10 years of Global Award
for Sustainable Architecture
by Marie-Hélène Contal

The Global Award for Sustainable Architecture was created in
2006 by the locus Foundation, together with its cultural partner
the Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine, as a means
of supporting the global debate on architecture and the city
in the age of the major transitions.
Each year it honours five architects who share a belief in more
sustainable development and who have pioneered innovative
and holistic approaches in their own communities, in western
and emerging countries, in developed cities and precarious
districts, in megalopolises and in the countryside.
The idea of the Global Award for Sustainable Architecture is to
bring these highly relevant architects together and to encourage
them to share their know-how and experience. Since its
creation in 2006, it has been awarded to 50 architects, from
the major early movers to the young rebels of the global scene.
Hence, this year, the Global Award is
celebrating its first decade. And it is
customary to use such a birthday as an
opportunity to feel proud and look back
on the progress made so far.

1. Bruno Latour, Discussion “Au tournant
de l’expérience”, Cité de l’architecture
& du patrimoine, Paris, 12th June 2016.
2. uia Session “Architecture, the climate
of the future,” at the opening of cop21,
Paris, Cité de l’architecture
& du patrimoine, 30th November 2015.
3. Recommandation regarding
the historic urban landscape,
unesco, 7th Mai 2012.

When it was launched in 2006, the
Global Award aroused little interest in
professional and academic circles. Its
basic hypothesis – that architecture
and architects are centrally affected by
ecological, energetic, urban and migratory
transition - aroused reactions ranging
from a knowing smile and a degree
of hostility to theoretical or historical
rejection.
It earned knowing smiles from those who
saw these transitions as factors which
would, at most, modify a few parameters
of a discipline which, as a creative act, is
able to filter and control or even hide from
such contingencies.
It annoyed Western architects who,
already weary of overregulation, simply
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saw the emergence of new green norms
without stepping back to consider the
reasons behind them.
And it attracted – and continues to
attract – the scepticism of historians
and theoreticians who are unwilling to
consider the emergence of ecological
ideas as comparable to the rise of
Modernism, the radical break which still
underpins both architectural education
and most architectural institutions.
Yet whether one smiles, is annoyed by or
simply undervalues an architectural scene
that has been emerging for 30 years, one’s
reason is basically the same. Nobody
disagrees that we are experiencing an
ecological crisis, an energy revolution
and massive urbanisation... the only
disagreement is about their scale.
For some, these transitions are crises
of serious but manageable proportions.
They will find solutions by using science
and technology to master nature.

And these solutions will challenge
neither the trajectory nor the definition
of progress which, since the Modernists,
has depended upon this ability to
master nature; a theoretical position
renewed in the augmented Modernism
of the Singulitaristes.
For others, however, events such as the
oil crisis of 1974 and the systemic crisis of
2008 are not simple jolts to the smooth
course of progress but historical
caesuras. Caesuras which separate a
century in which rapidly accelerating
development was based on the
overexploitation of resources from a 21st
century which should finally put an end
to a moribund Modernism “which lacks
the means to understand not a crisis but
an ecological mutation”1 and readdress
forms of human settlement.
The Global Award overcame these
initial objections which, in any
case, remained relatively muted
as the emergence of an ecological
architecture did little to affect the
onward march of international
architecture. It was also significant that
the cause in question - supporting an
architecture which redefined itself in
terms of its relationship with the major
transitions - already had allies.
The first that we should mention is
UN Habitat. Created in 1978 with the
aim of improving the habitat of the
most precarious populations, the un’s
human settlement programme was
originally intended as a mechanism for
exporting the western urban model.
However, UN Habitat underwent a
paradigm change after the Habitat II
Summit in Istanbul in 1996, integrating
sustainable development as a factor
of social progress and also - through
contact with emerging countries and
their precarious cities - abandoning the
notion of the tabula rasa. In registering
the fait accompli of these cities and
their spirit of self-development, UN
Habitat became a catalyst for the
innovations of the South.
A similar about-turn was undertaken by
the International Union of Architects
after its own summit in Istanbul in 2005.

Transforming its message, the uia called
upon architects to take a leading role in
the global political debate on the great
transitions2. One should also recall
that Unesco, with its Recommandation
regarding the urban historic landscape3,
had shifted the debate about
approaches to urban heritage towards
the consideration of urban landscape in
all the complexity of its interactions and
as an evolving organism.
Finally, we should mention the
construction industry and some of
its companies. It is never easy to
express such things in an architectural
milieu which is always quick to
suspect mercantilism, but one must
acknowledge the evidence: In Europe
and elsewhere it is these players
who made the move towards ecoconstruction, both in the laboratory
and on site. And they sometimes
did this together with architects, as in
the case of Vorarlberg where a timberbased eco-industry developed over the
course of 30 years thanks to a cluster in
which architects play a major role.
This was the work facing us in 2007
and it was through doing such work
that players so varied in size and
nature as UN Habitat, the Global
Award, the uia and Unesco - which
became a patron of the Global Award
in 2011 – got to know each other.
Since then the Global Award can
be content that it became… what it
wanted to become. Less a symbol
of acceptance than a springboard
for emerging approaches. Less an
academy than a place of research
and experimentation – and resistance.
The dialogue that it facilitates
between the architects of the North
and the South leads to other visions:
of innovation, of the rejection of such
20th century labels as urban and
rural. The Global Award has become a
monitor of the laboratories overseen
by architects who share and – as we
will see later - formulate advanced
theories.

This objective has often led to the
recognition of virtual unknowns. Who
knew Wang Shu when he received
the Global Award in 2007 when the
Hangzhou Campus for which he was
awarded the Pritzker Prize in 2012
was no more than a huge building
site cluttered by piles of old bricks
and tiles brought from downtown
where ancient quarters were being
demolished ? Who knew Alejandro
Aravena in 2008 ? The Pritzker Prize
that he received this year is another
celebration of change. But it has also
provoked a lively polemic which we
should address here, because it also
partly concerns the agenda of the
Global Award.
The co-founder of Elemental is
accused of reintegrating favelas
with the help of bad architecture.
It is said that, over time, the halffinished houses that he hands over
to their inhabitants become – with
their additions and open, street-level
shops – more working-class districts
than social housing.
This polemic is useful because it
polarises the debate. It enables us
to distinguish between a modernist
scene faithful to its instruments of
progress – here, the functional social
dwelling – and a contemporary scene
that finds these too slow, costly and
regulated for densely populated
milieux (precarious cities), whose form
of development is no longer that of
the industrial city. These architects
explore approaches to change which
are based not on the project but – as
in the case of Elemental – on the
process.
The Moderns regarded popular
habitat as informal. Elemental’s
habitat is hardly any less informal
– and with good reason. It works
by simply structuring an existing
dynamic based on people’s right to
build. By reinforcing this process it
brings something better, rather than
the radical perfection for which the
Moderns required a tabula rasa.
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But let us return to the Global Award,
which is often criticised for not being
well enough known, for being too
low-key to become a green Pritzker
Prize. In celebrating its first decade
we should recall that that was never
the idea. The idea today, as ever, is to
support architects who have decided
to break ranks and think differently
about their craft – architects whom
Jana Revedin would call rebels4.
And then to transmit their research,
experiments and theoretical advances
to the universities where tomorrow’s
architects are being educated and to
the global debate.
This task requires time and gravity
more than publicity. Many awardwinners – and this is no coincidence
– are also exemplary teachers
and researchers through whom
the Global Award is pursuing two
strategies. The first is to reopen,
as we enter the Anthropogenic
Age, the crucial dialogue with
science. If it is to become relevant
to today’s transitions, architecture
needs anthropology, geography and
experimental science and this is the
role of teaching. The second is to help
architects to rediscover their place
as thinkers, alongside philosophers,
politicians and economists, in the
debate about the future of the
world which is currently taking place
without them.
« Time is free, haste is costly »
This ambition was particularly clear
in the subject which informed the
work of the Global Award jury in 2016.
This subject is time – considered as a
resource.
In the productivist Modernist economy,
time costs money and the reduction of
this cost element (by saving time) has
invaded architectural thinking.
In contrast, in the sustainable
economy, time is an unlimited
resource which costs little and is
freely available... It is the raw material
of the process-based approach and
an optimal vehicle for collective
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decision-making. We know that the
dictatorship of immediacy is the
enemy of democracy and, in the same
way, can only hope that architecture
distances itself from the control of
political time and rediscover other
timescales: geographical time and the
historical timescale of the urban grain.
This freer use of time encourages
programmatic architecture and opens
up a theoretical approach in which
the project is no longer considered
as a finite experiment but, rather, as a
prolonged trial period which comes to
fruition over time.
The five 2016 award winners
bring us their experiments
with time
Patama Roonrakwit of case devotes
herself to the self-development of
informal districts in Thailand and its
neighbours: Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos.
She works by spreading approaches
which are patiently developed in situ
and patiently acclimatised. This is a
radicant method which relies on time
as opposed to a radical method which
confuses rapidity with efficiency.
Gion A. Caminada has spent the past
30 years developing an architecture
for the rural communities of his native
Swiss canton of Grisons by patiently
and knowingly getting to understand
the villages - their form, their culture,
their rurality, their micro-geography –
and by respecting the time that they
require to determine their needs... This
is proof that highly civilised facilities
can be built in Europe without
abandoning noble materials, slow
building methods or programmes
borne out of collective reflection.
The architects of East Coast
Architects also work in rural areas.
But in South Africa these are
becoming depopulated and both this
phenomenon and its flipside – the
precarious city – are part of the same
challenge. It is urgent to stem this
rural exodus which is unsustainable in
the long-term but there are no quick
fixes. East Coast Architects’ long-term

solution is to build schools which
set an excellent example, in their
construction, in their use of water and
energy and in their organisation of
collective life... These are microcosms
in which young people learn through
immersion.
In Japan, Kengo Kuma is a true artist
who has succeeded in modernising
the constructional traditions of
carpenters by working out how to
industrialise these so that they survive
in the 21st century without losing their
extraordinary modular flexibility.
This patient and continuous work
of innovation has been carried out
in close cooperation with Japanese
craftsmen, in wood, earth, paper,
while never losing sight of the
contingencies of the contemporary
economy.
Patrice Doat is one of the major
figures of the ecological debate,
as much for having co-founded the
laboratory CRAterre as for having
developed an approach to teaching
and a theory of process (under the
label Cultures Constructives) in which
architecture is not a product but a
point in the continuum in which man
creates his habitat, city, milieu. Patrice
Doat also created the Grands Ateliers
de l’Isle d’Abeau, where he teaches
students from across Europe that
design is, at one and the same time,
a technique, a science, a research
process and a joyous invention.

4. in La Ville rebelle, Éditions Alternatives,
2015, collective work directed
by Jana Revedin, Founding President
of locus and the Global Award

CASE STUDIO | Community Architects for Shelter
and Environment | Bangkok, Thaïlande,
Patama Roonrakwit, fondatrice
By honouring Patama
Roonrakwit, the Global
Award is continuing to
identify architects engaged
in precarious cities and to
showcase their theories and
their work.
Above :
Patama Roonrakwit © case Studio
Opposite :
Rehousing of the residents of
Santitham in Chiang Mai, Thaïland,
1996-1997 © case Studio

1. Carin Smuts, architect in Cap Town,
South Africa, Global Award 2008
2. Teddy Cruz, architect, professor
at ucsd, San Diego, usa,
Global Award 2011.
3. Arrival Cities, Douglas Saunders,
2010.
4. “To break the vicious circle
of inequality one must build a town
of 10,000 inhabitants every week
for 20 years spending just $5,000
per apartment.” A. Aravena, Global
Award 2008, interview M.H. Contal,
April 2008.
5. Marco Casagrande, architect,
researcher, Helsinski,
Finlande -Taïwan, Global Award 2015.
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This scene is emerging slowly and the
Global Award is very keen to highlight
actors who don’t allow questions of
architectural form to get in the way
of their approach. Patama Roonrakwit
and such architects as Carin Smuts1
and Teddy Cruz2 are united not only by
a political commitment to improve the
habitat of as many people as possible but
also by certain common ways of thinking
and doing.
The first of these is that the notion of
flattening informal districts is utopian.
Which country could, today, afford
the millions of homes required by the
citizens of the Arrival Cities?3 Aravena’s
equation4 calls for solutions that are
more innovative than simply creating
a tabula rasa and then building districts
of social housing. The second, more
theoretical, shared notion is that the
concepts inherited from modernism
are ill-adapted to contemporary
cities which are no longer driven by
the same forces as the Fordian city.
Indeed, were these ever valid? Many
architects from emerging countries
always viewed them as toxic. If Teddy
Cruz invariably recalls that the shanty
towns of Latin America are the product
of dramatic public deficiencies, he is
no less critical of countries or cities
that turn to functionalist urbanism in an
attempt to absorb them. In this way, the
global spread of precarious habitat is
also a result of the failure of a radical
modernism which, because it dreamed…
of eradicating the diverse city, knows
neither how to suppress nor understand
the phenomenon of popular habitat.

Marco Casagrande’s catalytic projects5,
Alejandro Aravena’s half a good house,
currently so controversial, Carin Smuts’
empowerment: there are many ways
of improving the precarious city. Why?
Because comparable cases are rare and
“generic cities” even rarer. Only someone
circumnavigating the globe at high
speed and high altitude could possibly
imagine that urbanisation is uniform. At
ground level, those who study precarious
cities are aware of profound differences.
Each is the theatre of a society, with its
cultures, governance, climate, economy…
parameters which combine to produce
schemes and typologies that are often
highly adapted to the milieu and, hence,
form a project resource.
Patama Roonrakwit is part of this
scene. Her approach has some of
the same traits: the consideration of
the precarious city, the analysis of
its regulations and deficiencies, the
participative design of its improvement…
But she also adds her own portion of
innovation.
This first example of this is the fact that,
since its creation in Bangkok in 1997, case
Studio has broadened its area of activity:
to Vietnam, Japan, Cambodia. It is more
usual to see western authorities working
in the South in this way … even if at a
distance. case’s southeast/southeast
exchanges are worth examining: why,
how, for which results?
The second innovation is that she
has widened her spectrum of social
intervention. After 10 years working in
precarious cities, case has shifted its
methods towards the middle classes
in order to design accessible and
appropriate habitat. This reversal – in
which innovation is filtering up from
the precarious city– challenges the
architectural and urban debate in the
emerging world and also, perhaps,
in the West.

in a country which is experiencing
democratic advances.
Patama Roonrakwit’s international
experience and open and highly assertive
personality are huge assets. case fights
hard to gain support: from ngos, Thai gos
and such regional bodies as the Asian
Coalition for Housing Rights.
The rehousing of the residents of
the precarious district of Santitham
in Chiang mai (1996-1997) sets out
the method. Left homeless by the
construction of a road, 62 families
obtained a prepared site from the
nha (ucdo provided house loan7) on
which they could rebuild their habitat
in line with a project drawn up by case.
Project? More accurately, Roonrakwit
launches a process. Residents are
asked to design their own house, the
plot is drawn on the ground; cardboard
models are made and placed on a large
plan in order to discuss issues between
neighbours – touching roofs, ventilation,
sunlight. In adjusting these models, the
families cross the threshold between
the area of survival in which each alters
their shelter as best they can to the
area of self-development, in which a
better home is also dependent upon
rules established by others, roads which
are planned and planted and spaces
which are reserved. “Houses are now
built and families have moved in. Not
unexpectedly, the designs do not follow
the workshop design to the letter – real
life conditions are messy!8”

6. Amongst the publications by Nabeel
Hamdi are Housing without Houses,
it Publications, 1995; Small Change,
Earthscan, 2004.
7. The Urban Community Development
Office is a department of Thailand’s
National Housing Authority.
8. Kao Seng Community, Improvement
project, case Studio.
9. Interview with Patama Roonrakwit
by M.-H. Contal, February 2016.
Unless otherwise specified the
following quotes of Patama Roonrakwit
are from this interview.

Bangkok, Oxford, Lima,
Bangkok, Phnom Penh, Ho Chi
Minh City, Vientiane
Born in 1968, Patama Roonrakwit begins
her studies in Bangkok and completes
them in Oxford with Nabeel Hamdi6,
the pioneer of participative design. She
learns about using workshops in the poor
districts of Lima, Cébu and then Thailand
before receiving a master’s degree in
development practices in 1996. Returning
to Bangkok, the well-prepared young
woman establishes case in 1997, less as an
office than as a group of architects who
want to work with precarious habitat

case oversees countless projects across
Thailand. But this should not lead us
to conclude that the job is easy. In
Kao Seng slum in Songkla in 2003, for
example, Roonramwit discovers a multireligious community which, as often in
precarious settlements, encompasses
a complete society, “from super poor
fishermen to super rich seafood stall
owners. I found that Kao Seng was like
a small country comprising many classes
and groups in terms of financial and
social status and so on. The method
used with this project needed to be
revised. It was too complicated.9”

9

Minburi old market improvement,
Bangkok, Thaïland, 2009
© case Studio
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While running case, Roonrakwit is also
active as an advisor - to the City of
Bangkok, the Community Organisation
Development Institute, the National
Housing Authority etc. (“When the
number of projects increases and one
starts to be recognised, one cannot
refuse to become involved with other
things in a society even if one doesn’t
like some of them”) – and as a teacher.
Since returning to Bangkok in 1996, she
has increased the number of sessions
in architecture schools in which she
teaches about habitat issues and
practical project processes.

And it is through teaching that she
broadens her area of experience in
Asia. In 1999 her university, Oxford
Brookes, appoints her as Field Course
Tutor with responsibility for workshops
in neighbouring countries: Vietnam,
Cambodia, Laos… “I hoped that I could
have more friends to exchange with
and learn from other countries and that
somehow, someday we might be able
to help each other or become a kind of
network dealing with housing issues in the
region.” The idea might appear banal but,
as a good pragmatist, Roonrakwit knows
that ideas are measured by their effects…
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Bangkok - Osaka – Bangkok
And these effects occur, radicant,
iterative. After visiting her projects,
one of her new friends, the Japanese
architect Seiji Terakawa, decides to
adapt the idea of working with residents
to Japan. He creates case Japan in 1999
and launches a first project, ten House
in 2004, in which he researches “how
the poor in Japan could afford a house
rather than staying in a public house
provided by the government which
sometimes doesn’t fit with a family’s size
and lifestyle. I visited Ten House Osaka
when it was newly completed and it was
such an inspiration! Ten Osaka is quite
different from the typical appearance
of housing for the poor. It felt more
like upper middle class housing! This
made me think seriously about us as an
“informal poor” and started ten House
Bangkok as an experimental project in
order to seek an option for middle class
housing.”
Roonrakwit defines this “informal
poor” as her country’s middle class
and has long thought about their
urban situation. “I have always thought
about the definition of “poor”. I had
been working with “poor” people a
for long time and every time a project
was done and they got their house I
thought of people like us, Bangkok’s
broad spectrum of middle classes” who
“trapped between a private sector
which provides upper class housing and
governmental help to the lower classes
(…) are left with the absence of alternate
housing visions.”
case launches a pilot project, ten House
Bangkok, based on a cooperative model.
This time, rather than being anchored
in a community which needs to be
defended, the project should create this
very community per se. The site acquired
by case is divided into a strip of 10
neighbouring plots and then case opens
a dialogue with the future participants
using the same methods – and with the
same goals – as in precarious cities: a
habitat adapted for everyone, community
regulation and a process of self-building.

This transposition demands numerous
innovations: “so many, during planning,
design, financial, construction processes
and so on. ten House Bangkok was
such an intensive course for me in every
aspect!” But the project was completed
in 2008, and the concept spread around
Bangkok.
But will it spread in the West?
Foreseeably yes, because the ultraliberal economy is globalising societies
according to the same hourglass model
which is forcing the middle-classes into
poverty. While those of the South - as
case has understood – can’t climb back
up through the neck of the hourglass
those of the North are seeing their
numbers slowly fall. In every case, they
will have to fight and innovate in order
to resist and this struggle will be very
concretely urban.
In Bangkok, Roonrakwit has already
adapted the case model in order to
ensure its survival after, one must also
say, 20 years of exhaustively chasing
financing. Cooperative projects for the
“informal urban poor” are developed
at the heart of case: an almost-normal
architectural office for a commission
which would also like to become normal…
case also studies, in its own manner,
projects for hospitals and health centres.
Its projects in informal districts now take
the form of summer campaigns staffed
by ever-increasing numbers of trainee
students who have come to learn by
doing. “Although in case of emergency,
we always do this at any time.”

Patama Roonrakwit, born
in 1968, started her studies
at Silpakorn University
(Bangkok) and completed
them at Oxford Brookes
University (obu) in Great
Britain. She has been
teaching since 1996, first as
a course tutor at Kasetsart
University in Bangkok
and then as obu’s Field
Course Tutor in Southeast
Asia (1999-2004), a course
lecturer at Chulalongkorn
University in Bangkok and
now Global Tutor at obus
Centre for Development
and Emergency Planning.
She also gives many lectures
and workshops at Asian and
western universities. She
founded case Studio in 1996
and its projects include: the
rehousing of the Santitham
community in Chiang-mai,
1996-1997, the development
plan for the community
of Kao-Seng in Songkla,
2003-2006, projects for
temporary shelter and
reconstruction after the
Tsunami of 2004, the ten
House Bangkok cooperative
project, 2006, and, since
2010, the project for the
development of the old
market quarter in Minburi
which is run as a series
of student workshops.

Marie-Hélène Contal

Opposite :
Project ten House, Bangkok, Thaïland,
2006 © case Studio
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GION ANTONI CAMINADA | Vrin, Switzerland
«  Vrin is not a project but a living place,
a part of my life »1

Above:
Gion A. Caminada à Vrin, Suisse
© Émeline Curien
Opposite:
Look-out tower, Reuss river delta,
Altdorf, Switzerland, 2012
© Émeline Curien

1. Gion A. Caminada, Conférence,
Swiss Cultural Center, 21st septembre
2012, http://www.ccsparis.com/
events/view/gion-a-caminada
2. Peter Rieder, Vrin - am Ende oder
zuhinterst ?, Self-published by Peter
Rieder, 2006, p.7
3. Gion A. Caminada, Conférence,
Op. cit.
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Gion A. Caminada has been
contributing to the village of
his birth for several decades,
both as an architect and
as a citizen involved in local
life. The village is located
in the west of Grisons,
a Swiss canton bordering
Liechtenstein, Austria and
Italy.
This mountainous region climbs to
altitudes of over 4,000 metres and its
economy is centred on agriculture
and tourism. Like 15% of the canton’s
inhabitants, the majority of the people
of Vrin speak Romansh, Switzerland’s
fourth official language. Like many
mountain villages, Vrin has experienced
depopulation. The 500 habitants
recorded in 1950 dwindled to 260 in 1990
and around 250 today. And even if Vrin’s
architecture, which largely consists of
solid timber houses and barns built
between the mid-18th and early 19th
centuries, has been largely retained,
this falling population is a threat to its
economy and social life.

launches and supports private initiatives.
These include the creation in 1999 of a
slaughterhouse and butchers’ cooperative
which make it possible to process meat
and, hence, add value in the village itself.
Gion A. Caminada designed both this
building and the two accompanying
agricultural buildings. Respecting the
topography, all three merge into the
continuity of the built substance of
the village without copying existing
structures. The concrete base of the
butchers is clad with discarded stones
rescued from the local quarry. Above
this, beams separated by short pieces of
timber are superimposed on a cladding
of visible osb panels. This constructional
system creates a motif which plays with
shadow and light. The other agricultural
buildings result from similar approaches
which give each its own identity while
also creating an ensemble.

Gion A. Caminada has also designed
several houses for the village as well as
a multifunctional hall, funeral home, bus
stop and telephone box. But more than
this he has also intervened in the issue
of the village economy by not freezing
the buildings and the landscape in the
Gion A. Caminada has witnessed
past but, rather, by allowing them to
these transformations. Born in 1957 in
evolve in line with praxis. 40% of Vrin’s
Cons, a hamlet in Vrin, he started as an
inhabitants are farmers, most of whom
apprentice in a joinery and carpenter’s
have small family businesses, but, over
workshop in the village. Seeking to
the course of the past few decades,
continue his education he enrolled in
larger farms have also emerged. In order
an art and craft school in Zurich before
to adapt to these new organisational
completing a post-graduate training in
architecture at the Swiss Federal Institute forms, the village – with the help of the
architect – introduced a programme for
of Technology in the same city (ethz).
consolidating plots and creating new
In the mid-1980’s he decides to establish
agricultural buildings and better access
himself in Vrin and becomes very active
routes, all adapted to the topography and
in the organisation Pro Vrin with the aim
the specificities of the valley’s mountain
of holistically addressing the survival
agriculture. For Gion A. Caminada,
of mountain villages. Founded in 1979,
“only by implementing the triptych
the body aims to “defend and improve
of producing products, producing
living and working conditions and
knowledge and producing meaning will
protect architectural substance”2. At the
the economy be able to create spaces
end of the 1980’s it publishes a building
for real life”3. Hence, the buildings that
code in the village, obtains funds for
he designs inextricably link spatial
the restoration of certain buildings and

dimensions with symbolic, cultural and
political challenges. This is eloquently
embodied in Vrin’s funeral home, which
he built in 2002.
“What I demand of architecture
is that it gets closer to the things
around us - space, topography,
materials, construction.”4

4. Gion A. Caminada,
« Nähe gewinnen zu den Dingen ».
Werk, Bauen + Wohnen, 2014,
n°01-02, p.60
5. Christoph Schaub, Lieu, fonction
et forme, l’architecture de Gion
A. Caminada et Peter Zumthor,
Television Rumantscha, 1996
6. Gion A. Caminada, Conférence,
Op. cit.
7. Bettina Schlorhaufer, Cul zuffel
e l’aura dado, Gion A. Caminada,
Lucerne : Quart, 2008, p.132
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“Unlike the global thinker,
the cosmopolitan focusses
on the singular without losing
sight of the cosmos.”6

This approach is supported by extensive
reading which includes the works of such
French thinkers as Henri Lefebvre, Bruno
Latour and even Philippe Descola. For
Gion A. Caminada, writing is another way
Gion A. Caminada worked on this project of thinking about practice. Most notably
for seven years, reflecting, together with – and in order to think about the future of
the locals, on the role of mourning in a
his village and other villages faced with
contemporary society which increasingly similar challenges – the architect wrote
seeks to distance itself from death.
a text in which he sets out nine theses
“The objective of this chapel is not to
designed to enable remote communities
symbolise death. It is not a holy place but to develop autonomously7. The key is to
a funeral space for those left behind. The fight against the two types of alienation
building should give them the strength to which threaten these villages. The first is
keep on living. It should evoke daily life.”5 the destruction of the permanent mutual
In the past, bodies were watched over at dialogue between a local culture and
home for three days. But these customs
the region and the replacement of this
have changed and the task from now on with an idealised, artificial vision of the
is to use this new building to facilitate
landscape. The architect proposes to resist
new ways of mourning.
the transformation of mountain villages
into museums for tourists by enabling
The funeral home employs the
hosts and visitors to develop a balanced
constructional technique of stacking
relationship based on mutually beneficial
solid wood which was traditionally used
exchanges. The inn at Valendas for which
in the village. Due to this process and
he built an extension in 2014 illustrates
its proportions the building recalls the
this approach. Regulars meet in a room
surrounding houses. But the way in which
from which they can see the village square
the architect treats the corners and the
and the life happening on it. Temporary
cornice and applies the colour white to
guests are, on the other hand, welcomed
the façades recalls the church. Inside and
in a much brighter and more open room
outside, the architect sculpts the mass of
timber to offer varying degrees of intimacy. overlooking the garden. Thanks to such
attention to use of space by the architect
Symbolically, the funeral home reveals
each can inhabit a space designed for
its double role of being a space which is
them while, even if the bar offers an
collective yet in which one can mourn as if
opportunity for the locals and tourists
one is at home. The main material comes
to mingle, they are not forced to do so.
from the village and is transformed in situ.
The staircase, located in the continuity of
The architect’s goal is to create added
public space, provides access to a room
economic and cultural value at the heart
of the region and avoid all dependency on devoted to community events.
the industrialised building which robs both The second alienation denounced by
artisans and inhabitants of not only their
Gion A. Caminada in his text is the
knowledge but also their sensuality. If Gion dominance of industrial techniques,
A. Caminada’s architecture is informed
norms and “universal” approaches which
by local materials and ideas, it also evokes
is leading to a global homogenisation
archetypes, architectural forms, emotions
of places and cultures. He is convinced
and feelings which resonate well beyond
that an architecture rooted in climate,
the borders of Grisons. In this sense, the
topography, materials and true know-how
architect is defending a cosmopolitan vision about a place and, above all, rooted in
of architecture and of existence itself.
the lives of local people, can reinforce

Below :
Stable of the Abbey of Disentis,
Switzerland, 2009
© Émeline Curien
Slaughterhouse and
butcher house in Vrin,
Switzerland, 1999
© Émeline Curien

8. Gion A. Caminada, « Faith in
a Community », Christophe Girot,
Anette Freytag, Albert Kirchengast,
Albert Richter, Dunjas (eds.),
Topology, Jovis Verlag, 2003, p.53
9. Emeline Curien, author of
a history of art thesis on SwissGerman architecture between 1980
and today is a teacher/researcher
at the Laboratory of the History
of Contemporary Architecture
at énsa Nancy. She curated the
exhibition Gion A. Caminada,
s’approcher au plus près des choses,
presented at Première Rue in the
radiant city of Briey-la-Forêt in 2015.

identities and local economies. Such a
relationship between people and their
locality used to be implicit but now this
has to be consciously created. For him,
such a consolidation of a sense of space
is a way of enabling local people to open
up a fruitful dialogue with other localities.
This exchange is essential if people are to
distance themselves from their own world
in order to be able to transform it. These
questions have been central to Gion A.
Caminada’s teaching at the eth in Zurich
since 1999. In this school he researches,
notably into alternative approaches to
energetic issues. But not in terms of
machines or technical equipment. The
aim is to tackle the phenomena linked
with heat, humidity, air movement, light
and acoustics using purely architectural
means – orientation, proportion, the
position of openings, materials - and
taking into account their physiological
and sensory effects.

Energised by such reflection, Gion A.
Caminada’s architecture is characterised
by poetry, sensuality, quality of light and
an attention to body, sound and odour.
He declares himself to be convinced
that architectural forms – as well as the
atmospheres that they suggest, the
meanings that they support and the
emotions that they arouse - influence
people’s ability to blossom, both
individually and collectively. His approach
is rooted in his confident belief in
architecture’s ability to help each of us
develop a sense of cultural, political and
economic responsibility, which means an
ecological responsibility in the broader
sense of the term. “The central idea is
to create spaces which have a direct
connection with the people that inhabit
them. I believe that people need to have
a hold on the things around them, [...] if
they are to exercise their responsibility
on the place in which they live and on the
environment.”8 But this can only happen
as part of a patient dialogue with a place
and its inhabitants.

The ethz and the village of Vrin are the
privileged laboratories of a thinking that
Gion A. Caminada practices elsewhere.
Among other things he built the boarding
Emeline Curien9
school for young girls, the cowshed and
the dairy of Disentis Abbey about an hour
away from Vrin and an observation tower
on Lake Urner in the canton of Uri.
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Above :
Forest house in Domat-Ems,
Switzerland, 2013
© Émeline Curien
Opposite :
Multi-purpose house in Vrin,
Switzerland, 1995
© Émeline Curien
Funeral house in Vrin,
Switzerland, 2002
© Émeline Curien

Gion A. Caminada , born in 1957 in Vrin
Graubünden, is an architect and
professor of architecture and project
at the Federal Polytechnic School
Zurich (ethz). After an apprenticeship
as carpenter and cabinet-maker, he
continued his training in a vocational
school in Zurich and then engaged in a
post-graduate architectural training at
ethz.

In 1986, he settled as an architect in his
native village and joined the association
Pro Vrin. He became an assistant
professor at the eth in 1998 then
associate professor in 2008.
Since the mid 1990’s, he has received
numerous architectural awards in
Switzerland, whose «Auszeichnung guter
Bauten» of Canton of Grisons in 1994,
2001 and 2014 .
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KENGO KUMA | Tokyo, Japon

Above:
Kengo Kuma, music conservatory,
Aix en Provence, France
© dr
Opposite:
GC Prostho Museum Research Center,
Aichi Prefecture, Japan, 2010
© Daici Ano

Historians looking back at
us in 200 years may note
that - at a time of obvious,
profound, spiralling danger
for our environment - almost
none of the Champions
League of taste-making,
competition-gobbling
architects exhibited anything
remotely close to an
acknowledgment of the scale
and meaning of this crisis.
There might be lip service paid to a
certain new eco-decorum through the
presence of an extra consultant around
the design team table, specifying a bit of
ground-sourced heating, solar panelling
and rainwater harvesting; but -squinting
at any contemporary review, or listening
to the authors occupying the top of the
League- it would be almost impossible
to detect anything other than an 18th
Century notion of nature as something
to be contemplated for picturesque
reasons, or a 22nd Century notion of extra
technology saving us from our addiction
to technology, a nostalgia for the future
as a better place with snazzier, smarter
gadgets.
Despite wide awareness of the problem,
the failure of eco-conceptual trickle-up
to the loudest voices in the profession
has deep consequences in terms
of emulation by the young and the
construction of the mindset of publicityhungry commissioning bodies. Some hide
behind the fig leaf of eco-ratings, which
are commonly skewed towards industrial,
off-the-shelf, box-ticking solutions, and
which give overwhelming importance
to designed energy consumption.
Such ratings rarely provide any reliable
mechanism for monitoring postoccupancy behaviour and consumption,
which can have huge leverage on actual
performance. The elephant in the room
-embodied energy from the construction
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process itself- is up to 50 times bigger
than the annual consumption of an
average building, meaning that how
(and why) the building is made are vastly
more important -in the short to medium
term- than how it ‘performs’. This gives
the lie to tragedies such as Masdar City,
an eco-utopia that nobody wants.
Kengo Kuma is a relatively new arrival
in the Champions League, perhaps
squinting a bit in the floodlights, still
deciding what position to play on the
pitch; he has also been roughed up by his
co-Leaguer Zaha Hadid over the Tokyo
Olympic Stadium contest. He is a vastly
important addition to the League -and
to the Global Award squad- because of
his patient, modest attention to materials
which are not just more sustainable,
but have myriad social, historical and
philosophical benefits. His embodied
energy elephant is a baby Dumbo
compared to some of his team-mates’
mammoth footprints and -perhaps more
importantly- he points us towards a
haptic, craft-based, sensual occupation
of the world which expresses nature
not as something needing to be cured
scientifically, but as a complex system
with which we have innumerable common
points, sympathies and synergies. The
scale of his work (one project is listed as
‘total size: 87.88 m2’) would cause a system
crash for any of his co-Leaguers business
model algorithms.
Kuma very rarely-if ever- uses the
familiar, do-gooding rhetoric of the
eco-responsible architect, which is all
about problem-solving, demonstrable
performance and progress. He has,
however, developed a subtle and original
discourse concerning this question of
‘progress’ and how it relates to nature.
In his book ‘Natural Architecture/Small
Architecture’ he argues that architectural
history is far from the forward-marching,
technology-enabled smooth ascent
that mainstream history would have
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Opposite:
Nezu Museum, Tokyo, Japan, 2009
© Fujitsuka Mitsumasa
Memu Meadows, expérimental house,
Hokkaido, 2011
© Kengo Kuma & Associates

1. Interview of Kengo Kuma
by Andrew Todd, Japan,
28th Novembre 2015.
2. Kengo Kuma, Small Architecture/
Natural Architecture,
Ed. AA, London, 2015.
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us believe. It is, rather, a succession of
irrational spasms spawned by nature’s
occasional outbursts at our expense,
whether the earthquakes of Lisbon
(1755) or Tokyo (1923) or the great fires of
London (1667) or Chicago (1871). In each
case -he argues- society responded by
trying to get architecturally bigger, more
apparently strong and enduring, in an
obvious exercise of denial. The case of
Tokyo he takes personally, crediting it with
sweeping aside the city’s wooden heritage
in a regulatory paranoia, resulting in the
steroidal city we know today.

“The world is beginning to scale down
from big to small. We humans are starting
to wean ourselves off big systems (like
nuclear power), we’re transforming
ourselves, actively using our hands and
animal wiles to create our nest and
energy.”2

Kuma credits the stagflation episode
of 1990’s Japan with liberating him
personally in this sense. Having emerged
as the author of the overbearingly
postmodern M2 building, he was cut
down to size and forced to continue
through a series of modest regional
He told me: “I was born in a small wooden projects throughout the downturn. These
house, a very flexible building which we
brought him into contact with local craft
expanded over time, we changed the
and vernacular traditions -something
partitions very easily. I still remember
he had already explored in west Africa
the smell of the house, obviously very
with his teacher Hiroshi Hara- and gave
different from a concrete apartment.
him skill in using locally available and
I studied at an elementary school of
produced materials, especially adobe,
wood as well, something which hardly
hinoki cypress, thatch, bamboo and washi
exists any more. I really want to go back
hand-made paper. It should be noted
to Tokyo as it was before the Second
that these materials can have an outlaw
World War, a city with a low silhouette,
quality, existing in a slightly anarchic
an amazing street activity. This is the
grey economy beyond the confines
basis of Japanese culture. The Japanese of catalogues, markets and standards.
mentality is based on this kind of intimate Kuma -perhaps uniquely for an architect
city: culture, space and material are
working at his level- energetically
very much related. Now that we have
engages government figures to advance
the cityscape you see through my office
regulations and develop materials such as
window, this totally changes the mentality cross-laminated timber.
and the way of thinking. It’s not good for
He literally had to roll up his sleeves
Japan: our sensitivities, our delicacy are
and work experimentally in order for
killed by concrete. This is my motivation.”1
buildings such as the astonishingly modest
The litany of past disasters is certainly
Takayanagi Community Centre to see the
nothing compared to those yet to come
light of day -a light which is now lustrously
as nature bites us back for having brought filtered through its painstakingly crafted
her down; we might eventually assimilate
paper facade. The same goes for bamboo,
nature’s future assaults on our coastal
which he has used as entire culms in
cities and agriculture to another paradigm the Great (Bamboo) Wall house outside
of paranoia, the ‘war’ on terror, which
Beijing, using ancestral (and industrially
-following Kuma’s reasoning- involves
‘imprecise’) oil treatments. A self-described
rearing up like a wounded Godzilla and
‘guadua gaga,’ he even imported
throwing vast resources at a ‘problem’
containers of the massive Columbian
which is unlikely to be thus solved.
bamboo just to mess around with, to see
what could be done (I confess to having
What should we do, then? Kuma
followed his crazy example with the
-admirably, especially for a Champions
Balinese Dendrocalamus Asper I imported
League player- advocates that we get
for the Hardelot Theatre in northern
smaller, and do more with our hands;
France). Kuma’s marvellous use of abobe
and he leads by example. He writes bricks in the Toyoura-cho Buddha Statue
regarding the Tohuku earthquake of 2011
Repository had a great deal to do with
and the attendant Fukushima disaster:
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organic pineapple cakes, made of
a buzzing cloud of cypress sticks- is
as bonkers as anything in Tokyo, but
somehow inevitable, timely and timeless,
enveloping, tender, loving its light and
This could appear as a kind of nativist,
tiny plot, making the most out of meagre
conservative return to ‘roots,’ but
conditions to create a celebration both
Kuma actually goes far beyond this,
of Tokyo miniaturism and Japanese
conceptually and materially. He advocates
ingenuity with natural materials. It is truly
a ‘particulate’ approach to architecture,
four-dimensional, accepting patina and
meaning that one starts -like the painter
weathering, its structural flesh and visual
Georges Seurat- with the smallest
envelope made of its individual filaments
indivisible quantity of an element, and
with an extraordinary directness, skill and
through build-up, repetition and variation,
rigour. You might call it a Miesian building
one forms a whole which can never be
for the eco-apocalypse age.
detached from this smallest module. This
By comparison, Herzog and de Meuron’s
is not the British ‘high-tech’ veneration
brand new Miu Miu shop a few metres
of the perfectly-conceived, optimised,
away is like decadent, overpriced Kristal
polished component reproduced ad
champagne to Sunhyhill’s profoundly
infinitum to make ‘architecture,’ but
satisfying sparkling organic wine.
-rather- a way of generating empathy
with our surroundings, extending them as A few streets further south of this scene
lies a totally different facet of Kuma’s
an extrapolation of things we can touch,
work in the serene Nezu Museum. If
manipulate and make for ourselves (like
Sunnyhills is a crazy pudding, Nezu is
the flexible partitions of his childhood
home). It’s a question of that mysteriously a rich, satisfying broth, composed to
an old recipe but with understated
unfashionable term, scale, and also of
contemporary virtuosity. The composition
implication within the world as an actor
of its substance -rather than as a passive is familiar to anyone knowing the spatial
tricks of a Zen Temple: low eaves calming
extra in a frozen Euclidian stage set.
you down, giving you a sense of being
In the case of the hinoki sticks used in
enveloped before you enter the building,
projects such as the Sunnyhills Shop in
and then a disorienting approach
Tokyo or the Prostho Museum Research
involving two perpendicular turns to
Centre, these ‘particles’ are of a size which
erase your attachment to the corrupt
can be held in the hand; we can relate
world you came from. In this case you
haptically to the building unit through
turn from the street and walk under a
our primary means of apprehending the
projecting roof of impossibly thin steel
world. It’s no coincidence either that
with abstracted traditional tiles on top,
they can also be locally made in modest
a wall dressed in cut bamboo to the left
workshops, cutting out the industrialist
and a growing bamboo screen to the
middle-man and keeping transport down.
right. Around the second corner you are
If not grey energy, there is, however, a
swallowed by a glazed entrance which
great deal of embodied grey matter in
reveals the delightful continuation of the
these two projects. The crazy wooden
greenery beyond the building: you have
grids they are made from are not just for
left the city to enter a contemplative
visual effect; they are structural, and -in the
garden. Inside a double-height hall -clad
latter case- assembled without mechanical
in sharp sheets of bamboo- signals other
fixing, merely locked together following
volumes nested under oversailing sloped
the children’s ‘chidori’ toy. This involved
roof planes. Across the garden a tea
experimental structural testing and many,
room appears to float without support,
many prototypes. It probably -contrary
a folded, silvery soffit lending a calm and
to many Champions co-Leaguers’ habitssensuous atmosphere to the experience
involved minimal computer modelling.
of refreshing oneself in the midst of
And you can tell: the Sunnyhills Shop - a
nature.
small café and sales outlet for delicious
the skill of craftsman Akira Kuzumi,
himself a different kind of repository-of
millennial knowledge relating to earth
construction.
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3. Andrew Todd is an architect,
writer and musician based in Paris.
Educated at Cambridge and Penn,
he worked with Jean Nouvel prior to
establishing his own practice in 2004,
specialising in buildings for culture
including the Silo in Marseille,
Kevin Spacey’s Old Vic in London
and the Hardelot Elizabethan Theatre.
Co-author of the book The
Open Circle: Peter Brook’s
Theatre Environments’ (written
in collaboration with the seminal
theatre director) and author of the
book Common Sense, he writes
regularly for The Guardian, The
Financial Times, bbc and Architecture
d’Aujourd’hui. He was laureate
of the Villa Kujoyama in 2015.

Below:
Sunnyhills Shop, Tokyo, Japan, 2013
© Edward Caruso

Look very (very) closely and you can
detect how the chunky seismicallydetermined structure is magically made
to disappear from the prospect of the
garden. The aim is not virtuosity for its
own sake: according to Kuma, it is an
anti-standard, anti-Western museum,
designed to allow the contemplation
of traditional Japanese art in the nonneutral conditions of omnipresent nature.
Kuma is prolific and one could go on
and on, examining the superinsulated,
translucent Memu Meadows
Experimental House or his provocative
Asakusa Cultural Tourism Information
Centre which he describes as a tower
made of eight single-storey buildings,
and so on. French sociologist Sophie
Houdart -who spent a year examining
Kuma’s work environment- describes it as
a kind of anthill without hierarchy, full of
‘little people,’ (including Kuma) patiently
nibbling away at various problems.
Houdart’s teacher Bruno Latour has lent
Kuma a key concept in his work, that
of actor network theory, situating the
citizen in an interconnected environment
of things and people, all having varying
degrees of agency. Kuma remarks

wryly that his anthill-office practices ant.
Latour’s thinking has, however, evolved
substantially since this 1990’s idea,
specifically towards the question of Gaia,
the whole planet working in concert as a
vastly complex system whose predictive
modelling is becoming rapidly obsolete;
the unexpected will become the new
norm, within our lifetimes.
In this spirit, I wonder -with great respect
and anticipation- how Kuma will maintain
his admirable ant-character as he
progresses in the Champions League.
Can he break the paradigm of the
permanently jetlagged, drop-in,
paparazzi-hungry architect; will he be
able to energise on a much greater stage
his deeply unorthodox methods and
achievements?
Andrew Todd3
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Below:
Sketch for the project of station
in Saint-Denis/Pleyel, 2013-2023
© Kengo Kuma
Opposite :
Mont-Blanc Basecamp,
Les Houches, France, 2016
© Kengo Kuma & Associates
Buddha statue repository,
Toyouracho, Japan, 2002
© Daichi Ano

Kengo Kuma, born in 1954 in Yokohama,
graduated from the University of
Tokyo, 1979. From 1985 to 1986 he was a
visiting scholar at Columbia University.
He taught at Keio University from
2001 to 2008 and became Professor of
Architecture at the University of Tokyo
in 2009. He established Kengo Kuma &
Associates in 1990. Among his works: the
Bato-machi Hiroshige Museum, 2000, the
house «great wall» of bamboo in China,
2002, the cultural office and Asakuza of
tourism, 2012, the 5th Kabukiza theater in
Tokyo, 2013. Among his current projects
abroad: the Victoria and Albert museum
in Dundee, Scotland, the Albert Kahn
museum in Boulogne-Billancourt, France,
the convention center of Padua, Italy.

In France, Kengo Kuma’s projects include
the Conservatoire Darius Milhaud in
Aix-en-Provence and Hikari in Lyon
Confluence. Kengo Kuma was awarded
the international «Nature of the Spirit» Wooden Architecture category in 2002
in Finland and the Energy Performance +
Architecture Award in 2008. He is a
member of the riba International and
Honorary Member of the aia in the usa.
Most of his work is published in English
by A. A. The newest «Small Architecture,
Natural Architecture» Ed.AA, London,
2015. His works have been translated into
Chinese and Korean.
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PATRICE DOAT | Grenoble, France

Above :
Patrice Doat
Opposite :
« Mari’s house »
(Mésopotamia/Syria, -3000 be. J.-C.).
Students build a house and architecture
wich spatialize circle, square and
triangle. © dr

Following Samuel Mockbee
and Andrew Freear’s Rural
Studio (award winner
2008) and Juan Roman, the
founder of Talca School of
Architecture (award winner
2015), Patrice Doat is a third
figure with an oeuvre richly
grounded in teaching and
experimentation to join the
Global Award scene and
enhance its debate.

monopolistic industries, concrete and
electricity, as a result of which Modernism
spends the next thirty years tied to this
powerful alliance, with its skeletons
of beams and columns and its flashy
architectural skins. In architecture schools,
the bio-climatic laboratories which work
on sustainable energy, “timber networks”
or composite constructional systems ... are
quickly marginalised.

Earth. CRAterre. Resistance

As a teacher and the scientific director
of CRAterre, Patrice Doat launches an
approach to teaching and research which
decompartmentalises knowledge and
breaks down hierarchies. The starting
point is not a plan but an idea which leads
to a constructional and spatial solution
and a process in which students imagine,
test materials, conceptualise, design and
calculate before readdressing materials,
industries, crafts…

But in the school of architecture at
Grenoble a young teacher resists using
a combination of teaching and research
Indeed – he was doing this already. One of derived from other modern French
those architects who have turned to him
sources. One of these is Jean Prouvé - for
for advice about teaching and innovation
whom architecture is not an envelope that
during the past 40 years is Wang Shu, an
can be dissociated from the development
award winner in 2007. But let us keep that of its structural idea. And another is human
wonderful story until the end and first
sciences: Hubert Guillaud, co-founder
recall how, in a country in which the terms of CRAterre, explains that earthen
ecology and modernity are difficult to
architecture is not only always the majority
reconcile as part of any future collective
habitat but also part of man’s heritage
narrative, Patrice Doat has, in contrast,
and his best means of self-improvement.
successfully used ecology as a means of
(Vernacular architecture is being
shifting the paradigms of architecture and revaluated thanks to the work of Bernard
architectural teaching.
Rudofsky and Hassan Fathy).

Born in 1947, Patrice Doat is associated
worldwide with CRAterre, a place of
research and transmission devoted to
the design and construction of earthen
architecture. Created in 1979 by a group
of young architects and researchers,
this laboratory is now a universal point
of reference although, with such aims, it
should perhaps have disappeared in the
early 1980’s like so many other experiments
The school of architecture at Grenoble,
which had emerged from the events of
a rebel stronghold, turns a blind eye as
May 1968.
Patrice Doat occupies the underground
Could anything in France ever have
parking in order to create CRAterre,
been more archaic than speaking out
amassing earth, bricks and shovels in order
for mud in the early 1980’s, just when the
to teach students the art of making. And
Minister for Research and Technology
as these students respond so positively to
Chevènement is using economic growth
this approach, the laboratory soon finds
to justify the choice of nuclear power?
a better location where its polymorphism
In the area of construction, this political
can unfurl. Step by step, Patrice Doat,
approach reinforces two complementary
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Opposite :
énsa Grenobles, intensive opening
week for first year students. Projects
of machines for throwing
an egg without breacking it © énsag

1. Rebelle, Bruno Queysanne,
sociologist, unpublished text, 2014.
2. Génie, Vincent Michel,
former director of énsa
Grenoble – unpublished text, 2014.
3. Terre, Jean-Louis Cohen,
unpublished text, 2014.
4. Jean-Paul Alduy, civil engineer,
Head of Technical Policy of
the Construction Directorate
of the Ministry of Urbanism
and Housing (1981-1986).
5. Interview with Marie-Hélène
Contal, February 2016.
6. The term is borrowed from Mike
Davis in Fear and Money in Dubaï
du capitalisme, 2007.
7. Architecture, Cyrille Simonnet,
architect, historian of technology,
unpublished text, 2014.
8. Vision, Rudy Riciotti, architect,
unpublished text, 2014.
9. Patrice Doat, Trois idées pour
une pédagogie de la créativité
architecturale par l’expérimentation,
énsa Grenoble, June 2014.
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Hugo Houben and Hubert Guillaud
bring together architects, engineers,
anthropologists, economists and even,
later, archaeologists to form the Earth
Teams which travel all over, carrying out all
sorts of work: historical, teaching, research,
development… CRAterre combines
the results to produce knowledge and
practical techniques and publish works
which introduce concepts that the
ecological scene is starting to use today
- inhabited milieux, transdisciplinarity, the
economic use of resources - by supporting
earthen architecture as a level for
development.
Public support for this innovation in
Grenoble is uneven. But the architect and
mason Patrice Doat knows how to anchor
an institution. CRAterre is firmly anchored
in two senses: in a local economy (the
earthen villages of the Dauphiné region
which the laboratory is restoring, building
solid relationships with communities and
companies) and in the wider world, across
which its teams roam as they survey,
restore or even – as on the French Island
of Mayotte in 1985 at a historic moment for
the community – introduce constructional
innovation. As Bruno Queysanne recalls,
“who, at the school of architecture of
Grenoble, has never glanced, impressed,
at the map of the world at the entrance to
their laboratory onto which another little
flag is attached every week.”1… This wider
influence certainly protected CRAterre
from the decline of the eco-friendly
laboratories of the 1970’s. Its subject matter
is at the heart of a global ecological policy
debate which is leading to a new vision
of construction and architecture. “It is no
coincidence that the major breakthroughs
in the scientific recognition of CRAterre”
- such as unesco’s establishment in 1998
of the chair in ‘earthen architecture,
constructive culture and sustainable
development’ – “were the work of
international juries.”2
Yet even if in their time J.P. Halévy, then
Director of Architecture, or J.L. Cohen,
then Head of the Office of Architectural
Research, support “the combination of
the knowledge derived from scientific
questioning and that derived from
experiments on the ground”3, CRAterre
and its “outdated” earth more often

experience hostility from the modernists
of the political establishment. Fortunately,
the former mason knows how to manage
the stormy phases of any project: “In the
1980’s, Jean-Paul Alduy4 forbade me from
creating an Earth Institute! “I’ll fire you if
you do that”… So we didn’t. We continued

with CRAterre and began to think about
an educational institution focussed not on
earth but on all materials.”5

Doat. They design a spacious, plastic and
theatrical “building-tool” in which teaching
studios on galleries overlook huge spaces
equipped with gantry cranes and moving
The teaching of constructive
walls. “The teaching of construction
experimentation
gained a dimension which had been
missing for a long time: that of the
After many adventures, setbacks and
steps forward, this project finally resulted reality of the object and of its immediate
integration into the architectural idea. At
in the opening of the Grands Ateliers
its heart, Patrice Doat’s work had revealed
de l’Isle d’Abeau in 2001: these provide
students with ateliers, grands (large - every and set in motion something which could
be referred to as the epistemological
word counts), where they can pursue
duality of teaching: that of constructive
constructive ideas at full scale, building,
truth (whose object remains debate)
assembling, exchanging. The idea seems
6
and constructive reality (whose object is
simple but, in the age of brandscaping ,
materiality).”7
it is subversive, suggesting that the act
of building is more important than the
Next step: a treatise for a
end result and that continuous thinking
constructive culture?
and doing is more formative than the
delivery of the product. Even, perhaps,
One could ask whether resisting and
that architecture is not a product but
decanting is enough in life if one is seeking
a moment of building, a stage in an
to defeat a resolute adversary – above all
anthropological continuum during which
if, like Patrice Doat, one’s approach is to
man shapes and reshapes his habitat,
renew a discipline on the basis of its most
towns and milieux under the complex
archaic material...
constraints of resources, sensitive
Our hypothesis is that he often convinced
experiences, contingencies...
decision-makers by inviting them to visit
It is certainly his long practice of working
with earth, this infinitely plastic material
which transmits its pliability to the built
object, which has led Patrice Doat,
over the course of 20 years, from the
experiments of CRAterre to this theory of
architectural process in which construction
is not a subcontracted role but a creative
and performative ability which architects
must possess.
Being at odds with the architecture of
spectacle and the economic order which
drives this, Patrice Doat struggles to win
support for his ateliers. In a well-known
process of osmosis, market reality has
come to influence teaching and the
pressure of the competition has infiltrated
schools of architecture; which teach how
to win with a presentation rather than
experiment in reality.
But at the end of 20 years of obstinacy
(to which we shall return), the Grands
Ateliers idea is accepted. The Direction
de l’Architecture draws up a programme
and launches… a competition which is
won by Pascal Rollet and Florence Lipsky,
former students and assistants of Patrice

his laboratories and workshops where they
discovered the joy felt by his students in
following his teaching.
Every year at Grenoble, Professor Doat
organised the “intensive opening week”
for the first year students: projections,
opening lectures and, above all,
immediately, unfamiliar one-day exercises
using readily available materials: building
a machine for throwing an egg without
breaking it, designing the sheep’s fifth leg,
producing a brick without earth… These
exercises enable very young students
to discover, before the start of their
training (or formatting?), the importance
of the imagination, exchange, the tactile
appreciation of material, experimentation.
“He is one of few teachers to have
achieved the transversality between
constructive story-telling and architectural
narrative”8.
The treatise teaching architectural
creativity through experimentation
which Patrice Doat should now write
will be based on three principles: “praise
simplicity, have fun transmitting, make the
students happy”.9
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Opposite :
énsa Grenoble, intensive opening
week for first year students,
projects of hats
© énsag
Below :
énsa Grenoble. Workshop
at Grands Ateliers
with Wang Shu et Lu Wenyu
© All rights reserved

10. Françoise Ged, architect, PhD,
responsible for the Observatory
of Contemporary Architecture
in China, Cité de l’architecture
& du patrimoine, Paris.

And let us conclude with the promised
story: in 2010, on the initiative of Jean
Dethiers and Françoise Ged10, Wang Shu
discovers the scientific and pedagogic
riches of CRAterre at Grenoble: the
Grands Ateliers, documentation and
granulometry laboratories, etc... of which
he had being hearing for more than
10 years. The empathy between the
teachers is immediate and decisions
are taken quickly. A CRAterre team is
established to support the creation of
the Terre laboratory that Wang Shu wants
to create on the Xiangshan campus at
Hangzhou in the name of a theory of
cyclical construction that is related
to that of Patrice Doat. Three years later,
the laboratory is ready and Patrice Doat
discovers the new campus building
at Hangzhou, built by Wang Shu and Lu
Wenyu which, with its nine-metre-high
walls, is the first public building
in China constructed of re-used earth.
The beauty of its architecture is the
fruit of a patient transmission and
transposition of knowledge between
two strategists of time.

Patrice Doat, born in Liege in 1947, is
the Emeritus Professor of Science and
Technology for Architecture at Ensag.
He studied architecture in Paris and
Grenoble, graduated in 1975 and became
an expert consultant on local materials
and economic habitat and, then, a
professor at ensag between 1980 and
2007; in 1979 he co-founded and directed
the CRATerre eag laboratory; a unesco
chair “earthen architecture, constructive
culture and sustainable development”
was established at ensag in 1998 and he
co-founded the Grands Ateliers de l’Isle
d’Abeau in 2001. Patrice Doat transmits
activities today for a new generation:
the “Architecture, Environment and
Constructive Cultures” research unit
of énsa Grenoble, which received Labex
status, the Amàco (Atelier Matières
à Construire) educational resource
center which received an idefi (Initiatives
of excellence for innovative training)
award and Grands Ateliers. Together,
they are organising Terra 2016, xııth World
Congress on earthen architecture
in Lyon, 11th– 14th July 2016.

Marie-Hélène Contal
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EAST COAST ARCHITECTS | Durban,
Afrique du Sud | Derek Van Heerden,
Steve Kinsler, fondateurs

Above :
Steve Kinsler & Derek Van Heerden
© All rights reserved
Opposite :
The Africa Centre for the Study of
Health and Population at Somkehele,
South Africa, 2002-2013
© eca

Before positioning East Coast
Architects (eca) we should
recall that, ever since its
creation, the Global Award
has sought to keep a critical
watch over an emerging
scene. Other prizes may
have the (legitimate) aim
of sanctioning a life’s work
which then becomes one of
those models which lend the
necessary legitimacy to the
discipline of architecture.
But their approach has more to do with
history than criticism because these
models are established a posteriori or,
rather, filtered from this body of work
before being inserted into the continuity
of the discipline.
Criticism, on the other hand, is a heuristic,
a priori, construct. It is less interested
in continuity than in the ruptures which
flourish and transform a discipline.
These ruptures give a discipline the
criteria of open analysis with which it
can identify innovations and then help
to transform these, not into models but
into propositions: scientific, political,
theoretical etc. It is by spotting these
innovations and then launching a debate
with and about the architects who practice
them that these propositions crystallise.
Just consider how Kenneth Frampton
constructed, in a reciprocal process,
both the theory and the scene of critical
regionalism.
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In order to carry out this critical watch, the
Global Award, in addition to its focus on
ecological and energetic transitions etc,
also pays close attention to the economic
models of the architects. Why? Because
an architect who is part of a rupture is
turning his back on the dominant market.
He has to resist, escape its rules. It is no
coincidence that, like Francis Kéré, ten
of the 50 winners of the Global Award
carry out their experiments at the heart

of a foundation, free of market restraints;
while others created their own means of
production, such as the deconstruction
company which Rotor closely links to its
theory of reuse.
Such ruptures take time and one needs
a strategy for keeping going in the
meantime. There is no better illustration
of this than the trajectory of eca, which
was set up by Derek van Heerden and
Steve Kinsler in Durban in 1996. Just as it
is receiving the Global Award, the office
is in danger: “Your mail finds us in a very
tricky position. Due to the collapse of
international funding for projects such as
ours and also local economic conditions,
Steve and I have decided to put eca ‘to
sleep’.” But then again, he adds “we have
had to do this several times over the past
15 years.”1
Its founders define eca as a “rural
development practice” , involved in
remote regions. “The nearest projects,
at Somkhele and Mpilonhle, are about
two hours by road. The furthest, at Vele,
takes eight hours to reach – two plane
rides and a three-hour drive (Vele).”2 In
these locations, eca implements sanitary
and educational projects, driven by
solid convictions and ecological and
participative experiments. These projects
are financed –often inadequately - by
foundations and ngos and contributed
to by the communities concerned who
provide materials, know-how and labour.
We can see that the two founders,
animated by a passion for the vast
landscapes of South Africa, have an
approach which is hardly economically
tenable... How have they survived? By
developing a light structure: “The essence
of eca has always been to be young,”
smiles Derek van Heerden, “to have fun
and to be polygamous. All members
have also almost always had other
(architectural) relationships. Steve has
always practiced independently while
I taught at the university.

Steve Kinsler first studied agronomy
and then worked for five years in rural
development across Southern Africa
before taking up architectural studies
which he completed in 1993. His knowledge
of the cultures, materials, expertise, earth,
climate… of KwaZulu-Natal, where eca is at
home, informs their projects.
We are far from the townships and
shacks6 which are, like all informal cities,
today’s global emergency. But tomorrow’s
emergency, the flipside of the first, is
the rural world: how can one fight the
poverty there, stem the exodus? In its
development work, eca rolls up its sleeves,
building facilities with an astonishing
architecture which is as expressive as it is
economical and which starts by evaluating
the resources which they can draw upon.
The Africa Centre for the Study
of Health and Population at
Somkehele – 1999-2015

1. Interview with Derek van
Heerden by Marie-Hélène Contal,
January-March 2016.
2. Ibid
3. Ibid
4. University of KawaZulu-Natal
5. Curriculum vitae East Cost
Architects - documentation
Global Award
6. Townships and shacks, are
the terms used in South Africa
to describe precarious habitat.
7. Steve Kinsler, interview, www.saintgobain.co.za/news/a-moving-insightinto-vele-secondary-school-limpopo

Dave Barrow left and worked for some
outstanding practices in Durban before
returning full of ideas and techniques then later set up a parallel practice called
The Detail Room, specialising in technical
documentation for eca and others. The
team has grown and shrunk between
three and ten depending on workflow.
It was easy-come-easy-go and many
that passed through have gone on to
do important work on their own.”3
This light structure has survived because
it has the appropriate foundations:
solid and complementary experience.
An architect since 1982, Derek van
Heerden started by working on schools
(community responsive schools) and
became an expert on educational
programmes. Since 1995 he has also been
a lecturer at ukzn in Durban4, where the
objective of his teaching is to explore
“a regionally expressive architecture
that speaks of the contradictions and
disparities of the urban/rural - wealth/
poverty divide that typifies contemporary
South African society and to extend the
debate around the issue of an authentic
South African architecture.”5

East Coast Architects revealed its
approach in its first project, a medical
research centre in Somkhele, a village
in KwaZulu-Natal which was then at the
epicentre of the aids epidemic.
Set up in 1996 by the British Wellcome
Trust, the role of the centre was to
accommodate African and foreign
researchers who came to study how
the virus spread and affected individuals.
The local people are the subjects of
observation and it was important to
integrate the centre into their life. The
tribal chief made a significant gesture
in providing a good site and the young
architects of eca took up the baton by
thinking about how to create connections
before and during the project. Before
starting design work Steve Kinsler sought
out and studied the reserves of expertise
and resources available locally – acacias
and gum trees for the wood, and the skills
of thatching, plastering and masonry …
“you should be able to go down to the
hardware store and pick up everything
you need here.”7
The project is formed of four more-or-less
square blocks served by two broad interior
streets which cross in the centre and are
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Below:
The Africa Centre for the Study
of Health and Population at Somkehele,
South Africa, 2002-2013
© eca
Opposite :
Vele Secondary School, Vhembe
District, Limpopo, Afrique du Sud, 2005
© eca

the focus of social life. At its heart, light
walkways wrap around a chimney which
ventilates the ensemble and creates a
wonderful signal. The principal structure is
concrete which the less qualified workers
learned to pour. The secondary structures,
poles, slats and sunshades, were built by
the carpenters, weavers, sculptors…“The
image of the building is rural vernacular
but it houses state-of-the-art technologies.
Through inventive tectonics the skills
known to the local population have been
harnessed and honed to support both the
making and ownership of the project. The
designers were also mindful of the value
of limited resources and all are addressed
and integrated into the resolution of the
design.”8
The figurative architecture
of Vele - 2007-2011

8. Journal Sustainability,
South Africa, 2003.
9. Description of the project Seven
Fontains Primary School, 2007
www.eastcoastarchitects.co.za/
eca-seven-fountains.html
10. Steve Kinsler, interview,
www.saint-gobain.co.za/news/a-moving-insight-into-vele-secondary-school-limpopo
11. Ibid
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eca has also built many schools which
“play a critical role in the life of communities, especially those situated in remote
areas which are typically under-served by
other public or private institutions and,
consequently, offer few opportunities
for social, cultural, or economic growth.
Schools in these areas have vast potential
to serve, not only as educational institutions, but also as centres of the community,
vibrant hubs that radiate opportunities
for learning and growth outward to all
members of the surrounding community.9

These “model schools” by eca thus seek
to train young people by immersing them
in an eco-microcosm whose elements can
clearly be explored in such architecture:
the management of water and energy, the
collective organisation of the buildings and
gardens, the cycles of a self-sufficient rural
economy... The most illustrative example
is the college at Vele, in the Soutpansberg
Mountains which was partly funded in 2007
by the ngo the “Creating Schools Trust”.
Faithful to its approach, eca invited all the
participants (pupils, teachers, families) to
identify the location’s active ingredients
(material, cultural, social…). Photographic
and cartographic workshops were opened
in order to allow pupils to research
materials and describe techniques.
Completed in 2011, the college’s modest
yet powerfully figurative architecture is, for
Steve Kinsler, the result of this process of
immersion in “the amazing social, cultural
and physical geography of this small rural
community.”10
Vele has become an educational reference
for the whole of Southern Africa. This
success, which Steve Kinsler is careful to
say owes much to the role played by the
ngo, brought eca not only freedom but
also, remuneration for their innovation.
Working with a foundation or an ngo
is not only about escaping from the
constraints of the market. It also means
an escape from “standard departmental
designs or documentation”11 and an
opportunity for innovative professional
practice to be recognised, measured
and evaluated. At Vele, eca’s methods
of “extensive community engagement
and the exploration of design solutions
appropriate to the site and the cultural
context,” required much broader expertise
and a much longer development period
than those usually granted to architects by
the rules of procurement, anywhere in the
world. In funding this work, the Creating
Schools Trust recognised, documented and,
in short, validated an alternative approach
to that regulated by those rules. At Vele,
the philanthropic sector functioned not
only as a protector but also as an incubator
of the new economic models required by
contemporary architecture.
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12. Ibid
13. Ivan Illich, Gender, 1982.

Small projects

East Coast Architects was founded in
1996 by the architect Derek van Heerden
In addition to their projects for
and the architect and agronomist
development and public facilities the
Steve Kinsler, both graduates of ukzn.
architects of eca take their passion for
Van Heerden worked until 1995
rural communities of South Africa even
as an architect, researcher and expert
further in the “small projects” that they
on the schools programme
carry out with ngos in the fields
of KwaZulu-Natal and was a lecturer
of development and tourism in locations
at the school of architecture at ukzn
which are so remote that often the only
available resources are natural and human. between 1995 and 2008. eca received
a Holcim Award for sustainable
Acknowledging Ivan Illich12, we should
construction in 2008, Awards of
recall that such authentically vernacular
architecture fulfils the definition in Roman Excellence of the South African Institute
Law for something created and cultivated of Architects in 2004 and 2010 and
the Afrisam SAIA Award for sustainable
in the rural domus for the exclusive use
of this domus and quite separate from the architecture in 2012.
market economy…
Marie-Hélène Contal

Beside and opposite :
Mfazana hide, sketch and realization,
iSimangaliso Wetland Park,
KwaZulu-Natal, 2008
© eca
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Special issue Architecture d’Aujourd’hui
Reenchanting the World
Architecture, City, Transitions
Réenchanter le monde
Architecture, ville, transitions
éditions Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, 2014
Réenchanter le monde
L’architecture et la ville face aux grandes
transitions
directed by Marie-Hélène Contal.
Contributions from Christopher Alexander;
Alejandro Aravena; Barbara Aronson; Teddy Cruz;
Gilles Debrun; Andrew Freear et Elena Bartel;
Jörn Frenzel; Kevin Low; Philippe Madec;
Giancarlo Mazzanti; Jana Revedin; Sami Rintala
et Daggur Eggertsson; Phlippe Samyn.
Ed. Gallimard/Cité de l’architecture & du
patrimoine, coll. Manifestô, Alternatives, 2014
La Ville rebelle
Démocratiser le projet urbain
directed by Jana Revedin.
Contributions of Christopher Alexander;
Al Borde; Marco Casagrande; Santiago Cirugeda;
Marie-Hélène Contal; Salma Samar Damluji;
Yona Friedman; Philippe Madec; Jana Revedin;
Juan Roman; Rotor; Wang Shu and Lu Wenyu.
Ed. Alternatives, collection Manifesto,
Gallimard, 2015

Rendez-vous
2016 - 2017
EXHIBITION
Re-enchanting the world,
Architecture, City, Transitions
Tour of the exhibition presented in Paris
in 2014, up-dated with projects of all
awarded architects 2007-2015.
June 4th - November 4th 2016,
Centre Culturel de l’Ouest / Abbaye
royale de Fontevraud
www.fontevraud.fr

TOUR OF THE EXHIBITION

Tour of the exhibition Re-enchanting
the world, Architecture, City, Transitions
– light version, up-dated with projects
of all awarded architects 2007-2015.
International Biennale of Architecture
of Ljubljana, Slovenia
(18th July – 18th August 2016)
Biennale d’architecture
et d’urbanisme de Caen,
Le Pavillon Caen
(21st September – 10th November 2016)
École d’Architecture de La Réunion,
Saint-Denis de la Réunion
(September 2016)
Maison de l’Architecture
de Franche-Comté, Besançon
(15th November – 15th March 2017)
Maison de la Culture Le Corbusier,
Firminy
(December 2016)

NEW
Sustainable Design IV
Towards a new ethics for architecture and the city
Vers une nouvelle éthique pour l’architecture et la ville
Monograph of the award-winners of the Global Award for Sustainable
Architecture 2015
Marie-Hélène Contal and Jana Revedin, Ed. Alternatives - Gallimard, mai 2016
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Partenaires
The Founder
The locus Foundation was founded in 2009 to direct and organise the Global
Award for Sustainable Architecture™ which researches and transmits notions of
Sustainable Design in the ecological, social, economic and cultural fields.
As a second mission, locus coordinates research and urban analysis with
interdisciplinary students and experts from worldwide partner universities,
introducing academic social responsibility: locus sets up living urban laboratories
“with the people by the people”, following participatory “radicant” design methods:
locus catalyses collective creativity and self-responsibility through the dialogue
between inhabitants, users and stakeholders, local associations and ngos. Despite
their small scale and slow rhythm the results of these experimental interventions
become emblematic signs of change and aim to lead to empowerment, selfdevelopment and civic rights.
Since 2009, locus has realised the cultural renewal of the Fishing Harbour of
Zhoushan (with Wang Shu, Global Award 2007), the street lighting of Garbage
City in Cairo (with Bijoy Jain, Global Award 2009) and the community centre and
museum of the Vale Encantado Favela in Rio de Janeiro (with Kevin Low, Global
Award 2013). The latest urban renewal concept addresses Casablanca’s Sidi
Moumen slum, where locus powered the entry to the UN Habitat competition on
the urban renewal of mass housing – which became a Global Winner in 2014.
locus fosters scientific publications on sustainable design and the future of
cities, the latest publication being The Rebel City: Radicant Design through Civic
Engagement, which will appear in September 2015 (Gallimard).
locus is supported by bouygues Bâtiment International and rexel Foundation

www.locus-foundation.org

The Cité de l’Architecture & du Patrimoine guarantees the cultural presence of the
Global Award for Sustainable Architecture through its European and international
network of experts and architecture centres. Each spring, the Cité organises the
annual symposium and presentation of the five award-winners and their work.
It also works with locus on publicising the work of the award through:
- travelling exhibitions about the nominated architects
- publications and conferences

www.citechaillot.fr

Le Global Award for Sustainable Architecture
received the patronage of Unesco in 2011.

www.unesco.com
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For the past forty years, Bouygues Bâtiment International (a subsidiary of Bouygues
Construction) has been a benchmark in the construction industry. Its many projects
around the world demonstrate its varied skills and know-how.
In 2013 Bouygues Bâtiment International became a partner of the locus foundation.
This partnership is the result of the convergence of our shared concern over the twin
issues of sustainable architecture and urban renewal. By supporting the Global Award
for Sustainable Architecture™, Bouygues Bâtiment International promotes an ethically
responsible image of the construction industry.
Following the exemple of the locus Foundation, Bouygues Bâtiment International has
made cultural respect for local environments and all aspects of innovation the basis
of corporate philosophy. Supporting the Global Award is a way of demonstrating its
commitment to and hands-on participation in the worldwide debate on sustainable
development. For far from seeking merely a fashionable image, Bouygues Bâtiment
International aims to contribute to building better lives for everyone everywhere in
the world. Through its robust sustainable development strategy, Bouygues Bâtiment
International designs and builds highly energy-efficient and environmentally-friendly
projects which meet the expectations of all its stakeholders – clients, partners, staff,
local authorities and civil society.
The architect is often involved at the beginning of the construction process, whilst
the contractor comes in at a later stage. By joining up these two links in the chain, this
partnership will enable us to join forces in promoting environmentally-friendly design
and sustainable construction. .

Rexel, a global leader in the professional distribution of products and services for the
energy world, addresses three main markets - residential, commercial and industrial.
The Group supports its customers to be at their best in running their business, by
providing a broad range of sustainable and innovative products, services and solutions
in the field of technical supply, automation and energy management. Through
its commitments and partnership-driven approach, the Rexel Foundation aims to
become a catalyst for energy progress and in particular, to tackle the issues of energy
transition and urbanization. Supporting the Locus Foundation and its Global Award for
Sustainable Architecture, in search for a new definition of progress, precisely matches
the Rexel Foundation objectives to renovate buildings and cities with energy efficient
systems, fight fuel poverty, improve people’s everyday life and rethink practices
promoting low carbon energies.
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Comité
scientifique

Benno Albrecht, architect,
historian, professor at iuav University,
Venice, Italy
Marie-Hélène Contal, architect,
director of Cultural Development, Cité
de l’architecture & du patrimoine, Paris,
France
Spela Hudnik, architect, professor,
Director of the International
Architecture Biennale of Ljubljana,
Slovénie
Kristiina Nivari, historian, Deputy
Director of the Museum of Finnish

Architecture, Helsinki, Finlande
Christophe Pourtois, historian, director
of the International Centre for Urbanism,
Architecture and Landscape, Brussels,
Belgium
Jana Revedin, architect PhD, professor
at école Spéciale d’Architecture,
Founding Président of the locus
Foundation
Honorary Member 2016 : Carin Smuts,
architect PhD, CS Studio, Cap Town,
South Africa, Global Award in 2008

Cité de l’architecture & du patrimoine
Paris - www.citechaillot.fr

The Cité de l’Architecture & du Patrimoine offers its visitors an exceptionally
diverse cultural experience organised in a single, unique location occupying
22,000m² in the heart of Paris. From urban renewal to the revitalisation of our
cultural heritage, questions of the city occupy us daily. A public entity under the
umbrella of the Ministry of Culture and Communications, the role of the Cité is
to be a source of information and knowledge in all questions related to the quality
of architecture, from the upgrading of our cultural heritage to the preservation
of the urban environment. Aimed at both the general public and a more specialist
audience, the programme of the Cité is highly diversified: permanent and
temporary exhibitions, teaching and workshops, symposia, debates, projections...
Specialists in the areas of architecture and urbanism are invited to take advantage
of the courses offered by the École de Chaillot as well as the library and
the archives of the Cité.

Centre International pour la Ville, l’architecture et le Paysage
Bruxelles - www.civa.be

The International Centre for Urbanism, Architecture and Landscape (civa) contains
a library, an archive and a documentation centre as well as a range of exhibition and
meeting spaces. The mission of civa is to introduce architectural and environmental
issues to as large a public as possible while breaking down the divisions between
disciplines. The civa is also the coordinator of the European gau:di network which
brings together the continent’s principal architectural institutions.
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Università iuav di Venezia
Venise - www.iuav.it

Venice’s iuav University is one of the world’s best known and enjoys a particular
reputation for the quality of its research laboratories in the areas of composition
and the theory and history of architecture and the city.
Since 2005, iuav University has created an international master’s degree in Sustainable
Urban Planning as a centrepiece of its research programmes.

Museum of Finnish Architecture
Helsinki - www.mfa.fi

Created in 1956, the Museum of Finnish Architecture is the world’s oldest architecture
museum. Since its creation, it has produced and sent out over 1,000 exhibitions. Today,
mfa is home to valuable expertise in the area of sustainable architecture, in particular
in Scandinavia, the focus of the most advanced research in this area. The Museum
of Finnish Architecture works in close collaboration with the gau:di network and the
most important international architectural institutions.

International Architecture Biennale
Ljubljana - www.architecturebiennaleljubljana.si

The International Biennale of Architecture of Ljubljana was created in 2000 by Peter
Vezjak and Špela Hudnik. This young biennale of contemporary architecture is one
of the most dynamic players on the Eastern European architecture scene. Focussed
on the exchange of information, the event organises an innovation competition and
on-line activities of excellent quality. This intra-European platform allows local figures
(from Slovenia, Italy and Austria) to come head-to-head with international names from
the creative sectors of the contemporary architecture scene.
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Press Contacts
Cité

›

Caroline Loizel
0033 1 58 51 52 82
0033 6 86 75 11 29
cloizel@citechaillot.fr
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Ouvert tous les jours, sauf le mardi, de 11h à 19h
Nocturne le jeudi jusqu’à 21h
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CITÉ DE L’ARCHITECTURE & DU PATRIMOINE

Palais de Chaillot / Auditorium /
7, avenue Albert de Mun
Paris 16e (M° Iéna ou Trocadéro)

citechaillot.fr
#globalaward

